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1.

In Greek mythology, she was the mother of Helen of Troy and of the twins who form
the constellation Gemini. FTP - name this mortal who was visited by Zeus disguised
as a swan.
LEDA

2.

The top four longest concrete trestle bridges in North America are all located in the
same US state. They are the 1-55/1-10 bridge, the Atchafalaya (ATCH-a-fa-LAY-a)
Parkway Bridge and two bridges over Lake Pontchartrain (Pont-shar-TRAIN) . FTPname the state which is home to these bridges.
LOUISIANA

3.

This four or five syllable psychological term is often confused with split personality
neurosis, but actually it means a disparity between thoughts and feelings . FTP - what
is this disorder?
SCHIZOPHRENIA

4.

Often overshadowed by his prize student, Ludwig van Beethoven, this Austrian born
composer was a musical genius in his own right. FTP - name this man whose trips to
.
London gained him fame and fortune.
Joseph HAYDN

5.

Seattle bands have become associated with the grunge sound, but another Seattle band
associated with cyberpunk preceded grunge and inspired bands like Nirvana and
Soundgarden. FTP - name this band that won the 1991 MTV Viewer's Choice Award
for their song "Silent Lucidity."
QUEENSRYCHE

6.

Although this company makes products ranging from robots and egg rolls to pizzas, it
is best known for its line of frozen dairy desserts. FTP - name this Minnesota ice
cream manufacturer at the center of the recent salmonella outbreak.
SCHWAN'S

7.

Sailing, Finn, 470, Flying Dutchman, Europe, Star, and Sailboard are all divisions of FTP - what Summer Olympic Sport?
YACHTING
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8.

In the seaport of Kagoshima, Japan, people carry this item for protection from
Sakurajima, a volcano. FTP - name this item invented to offer protection from rain
and sun.
UMBRELLA

9.

Although his friends and younger brother, Stanislaus, did not think the tall red-head
from Galway worthy of him, Nora Barnacle still swept him off his feet. FTP - name
this Irish author.
James JOYCE

10.

Interview with a Vampire was a box office hit, but - FTP - which biblical character is
often viewed as the first vampire, a curse bestowed upon him for slaying his brother?
CAIN

11.

Researchers have begin to suspect that this drug, along with Elavil, may promote
tumor growth in cancer patients. FTP - name this most popular anti-depressant.
PROZAC

12.

Bess Myerson, Lee Meriwether, Mary Ann Mobley, Phyllis George, Vanessa Williams,
Kay Lani Rae Rafko and Leanza Cornett all have in common - FTP - which national
beauty title?
MISS AMERlCA

13.

His groundbreaking 1975 book, Obedience to A uthority, gave the results from his
famous and controversial experiment which tested human willingness to cause pain in
others. FTP - name this former Yale psychology professor.
Stanley MILGRAM

14.

This small town averaged more than one fire per day from Oct. 15th to Oct. 27th this
year causing thousands of dollars in damages. FTP - name this Minnesota town on
the Canadian border.
INTERNA TIONAL FALLS

15 .

A magnetic field points west and an electrical current points north. FTP - in which
direction is force exerted?
UP
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16.

He was one of the great epic writers of all time, and wrote his most famous work in
1663-67, although he had recently gone blind. FTP - name this author of Paradise
Lost.
John MILTON

17.

PENCIL AND PAPER READY: A round of boxing lasts three minutes and there is a
one minute break between rounds. How much time elapses from start to finish - FTP
- in a 15 round match?
59 MINUTES

18.

This symphonic poem was written to celebrate the people and folk songs of its
composer's native land: Finland. FTP - name this work by Sibelius.
FINLANDIA

19.

Two wrongs don't make a right, but two Wright's made an airplane. Six years later FTP - what Frenchman made the first sea crossing, flying from Calais to Dover?
Louis BLERIOT (BLA Y -ree-oh)

20.

Almost overnight, Wizards of the Coast became a significant game producer with
Magic the Gathering, their first product, grossing $45 million in 12 months. FTP - in
what fictitious country is Magic set?
DOMINIA

21 .

This African-American female author deserves the most credit for the recent revival of
Zora Neale Hurston's literature. FTP - name this author of Possessing the Secret of
Joy and The Color Purple.
Alice WALKER

23.

Pentagon Oversocks, The Bob Humde Barking Pen, Prairie Roast and Raw Bits - FTP
- all originated on what Midwestern radio show?
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION

24.

The greatest source of information about this artist who longed to be a cleric is the
letters he sent to his brother Theo. FTP - name this Dutch painter.
Vincent V AN GOGH

,I
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25 .

The Miranda Rule prevents an interrogation of a person taken into custody before they
have been read their rights. FTP - in what state did this ruling originate?
ARIZONA

,
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1. (25 points)

Mitosis one method of cellular divisions. It can be broken down into five specific
phases. FOR FIVE POINTS APIECE, arrange the five phases in the order they occur.
A:

INTERPHASE, PROPHASE, METAPHASE, ANAPHASE, TELOPHASE (accept
INTERPHASE as the last phase if it is not mentioned as the first stage)

2. (25 points)
In 1789 George Washington became the first President to riominate people for the
Supreme Court. His nominations included John Jay as Chief Justice and five men for
associate Justices. FOR 5 POINTS APIECE, name the other five nominees, one of
whom never served as a Justice.
A:

John RUTLEDGE, William CUSHING, James WILSON, John BLAIR,
Robert Hanson HARRISON

3. (30 points)
If you've ever read a Victorian novel, you know that characters often die of diseases
with rather unfamiliar names. FOR 10 POINTS APIECE, give the contemporary
names of these 19th century ailments:
I. consumption
II. ague (a-GYOO)
III. apoplexy

A: TUBERCULOSIS
A: MALARIA
A: STROKE

4. (30 points)
30-20-10, identify this invention:
(30) It was adopted by the French government on October 5, 1793.
(20) It was mandatory for public documents, but never caught on in popular use.
(10) It was meant to replace the Christian Gregorian system with a secular, rational system.
A:The French REPUBLICAN CALENDAR or The French REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR
5. (25 points)
As anyone who has seen the film The Wizard of Oz will remember, five of the people
whom Dorothy meets in the land of Oz have counterparts in Kansas. FOR 5 POINTS
EACH, I'll give you the character in Oz, and you give me the name of their alter ego
in Kansas.
The Scarecrow
I.
A: HUNK
IV. The Wicked Witch A:Miss Elvira GULCH
The Tin Woodsman A: HICKORY V. The Wizard
II.
A:PROFESSOR MARVEL
III.
The Cowardly Lion A: ZEKE
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6. (30 points)
30-20-10 Identify this year.
(30)
(20)
(10)

Due to public pressure the G, PG, R and X movie rating system was begun.
James Watson published his book The Double Helix.
Dr. Martin Luther King was shot in Memphis.

A:

1968

7. (20 points)
A commuter plane recently crashed after being denied landing access at O'Hare
International Airport in Chicago killing 68 people.
A. First, FOR 10 POINTS, tell me the city from which this flight originated?
Ans:

INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana

B. Now, for the second half: .the last two words heard from the crew were in response
to a request to hold their pattern for another ten minutes. FOR 10 POINTS, what
were these two words?
Ans:

THANK YOU

8. (30 points)
30-20-10 Name this politician.
(30)
(20)
(10)

In 1975, he was named US Representative to the UN.
He recently introduced a bill in the Senate in an attempt to abolish baseball's antitrust
exemption.
He is the senior senator from New York State.

A:

Daniel Patrick MOYNIHAN

9. (30 points)
Once thought to be the source of the Nile, Lake Victoria is one of the largest in the
world. FOR 10 POINTS EACH, name the three African nations that surround this
lake.
A:

UGANDA, KENYA, TANZANIA
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10. (30 points)
30-20-10 Name this author.
(30)
(20)
(10)

He married Frieda von Richthofen in 1914.
His mother was much better educated than his father, a miner.
Two of his most famous novels are Sons and Lovers and Women in Love.

A:

D. H. LAWRENCE

II. (20 points)
.
Let's test you knowledge of the James Bond film, On Her Majesty's Secret Service.
First, FOR 10 POINTS, who played Bond's leading lady, whom he ended up
marrying near the end of the film, but who met an untimely death?
A:

Diana RIGG
Second, FOR 10 POINTS, what popular British television show did Miss Rigg also
star in in the 1960s playing the role of Emma Peel?

A:

The AVENGERS

12. (25 points)
Love is important for most cultures. Nearly every mythological pantheon has a god
or goddess of love. Given the pantheon, identify the god or goddess of love, FOR 5
POINTS APIECE:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Greek
Norse
Egyptian
Babylonian
Sumerian

A:
A:
A:
A:
A:

APHRODITE
FREYA
ISIS
ISHTAR
INANNA

13 . (30 points)
Here's a question dealing with the spirits: FOR 10 POINTS APIECE, list the major
alcoholic ingredient in each of the following mixed drinks:
I.
II.
III.

Bloody Mary
Pina Colada
Hot Toddy

A:
A:
A:

VODKA
RUM
WHISKEY

1·\
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14. (30 points)
30-20-10 Name this author.
(30)
(20)
(10)

He is the only writer to have won the Pulitzer Prize for poetry and fiction .
In 1986, he was named the U.S.'s first Poet Laureate.
One of his most famous works is All the King's Men .

A:

Robert Penn WARREN

15. (25 points)
Vitamins are either water or fat soluble. Water soluble vitamins are easily excreted,
whereas fat soluble vitamins are retained by the body. This means that an excess of
fat soluble vitamins can be as bad as a deficiency. FOR 5 POINTS EACH, indicate
whether the following vitamins are fat soluble or water soluble:
1.
II.
III:
IV.
V:

Vitamin C
Vitamin D
Vitamin E
. Pyridoxine
Biotin

A:
A:
A:
A:
A:

WATER
FAT
FAT
WATER
WATER

16. (30 points)
30-20-10 Name this city.
(30)
(20)
(10)

It hosted the 1893 World Columbian Exposition.
It was originally named Fort Dearborn.

A:

CHICAGO

Carl Sandburg dubbed it City of Big Shoulders.

17. (30 points)
While W is the only English polysyllabic letter, eight letters in the Hebrew alphabet
have more than one syllable.
FOR 5 POINTS APIECE, name any six of these eight
Hebrew polysyllabic letters.
A:

ALEPH, GlMEL, DALETH, ZA YIN, LAMED, SAMEKH, AYIN, SADI

18. (20 points)
The ordinary of the mass is made up of five musical sections beginning with the
Kyrie. FOR 5 POINTS APIECE, name the other four section.
A:

GLORIA, CREDO, SANCTUS, AGNUS DEI

,1
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19. (30 points)
30-20-10 Identify this author.
(30)

(10)

He detailed the correct way of performing the bugonia (boo-GOHN-yah) in which bees
are generated by a rotting cow.
Born in 70 BC, he was the author of 10 short Ecologues (EK-oh-logs) and a book
about farming methods, the Georgics.
-He. is best known, then and now, as the author of the Aeneid.

A:

VIRGIL or Publius VERGILIUS Maro

(20)

20. (20 points)
At any time the United States could gain extra states. The reason is that Texas can
still exercise an option granted in an 1845 treaty to divide itself into multiple states.
FOR ALL 20 POINTS, tell me the number of new states this division could legally
create?
A:

FOUR

21. (3 0 points)

FOR 10 POINTS APIECE, name the homes of these past presidents.
I.
II.
III.

Theodore Roosevelt A:
Franklin Roosevelt A:
Ronald Reagan
A:

SAGAMORE HILL
HYDE PARK
RANCHO DEL CIELO

22. (25 points)
25-15-5 Identify this chemical.
(25)
(10)
(5)

This chemical promotes bone formation .
This chemical is most commonly found in dairy products.
A deficiency of this vitamin is marked by rickets and bone deformities.

A:

VITAMIN D

23 . (20 points)

A:

In the movie "Soul Man," a white college student poses as a black man but this is
hardly an original idea. In 1959, John Howard Griffin had his white skin medically
altered to pass for a black man in the deep South. FOR 20 POINTS, name the book
which he wrote to describe his experience.
BLACK LIKE ME
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24. (30 points)
Name the musician on a 30-20-10 basis:
(30)

Thisjazz legend, who died in 1955 at the age of 35, became one of the primary
influences behind Bebop.

(20)

After telling his second wife how he hoped never to return to Kansas City, his
birthplace, he was buried there.

(10)

Although his first and middle names were Charles and Christopher, he usually used a
more avian nickname.

A:

Charlie "Bird" PARKER

25 . (25 points)
Name this book after one clue FOR 25 POINTS or after both clues FOR 10 POINTS :
(25)

This 60 author work won the 1993 Ben Franklin Book of the Year Award.

(10)

The work, edited by Sandra Martz, has been hailed for its inspirational approach to
agmg.

A:

WHEN I GET OLD, I SHALL WEAR PURPLE

